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New iPad Acrylic Promotional Display Stand from newMacgadgets
Published on 11/15/12
Just introduced from newMacgadgets, the new iPad Promotional Display turns the iPad 2, 3
and the new iPad 4 into a powerful marketing tool for companies and organizations looking
to advertise their products and services. The iPad Promotional Display is an all acrylic
base that secures to the counter-top with tamper-proof screws or clear mounting adhesive.
The clear acrylic base stands up the iPad in the landscape position and secures it in
place with an outer-frame and tamper-proof screws.
San Diego, California - Just introduced from newMacgadgets, the new iPad Promotional
Display turns the iPad 2, 3 and the new iPad 4 into a powerful marketing tool for
companies and organizations looking to advertise their products and services.
The iPad Promotional Display is an all acrylic base that secures to the counter-top with
tamper-proof screws or clear mounting adhesive. The clear acrylic base stands up the iPad
in the landscape position and secures it in place with an outer-frame and tamper-proof
screws. Slots are provided for the charging cable, earphones and on/off switch. In
addition, the clear cover offers an optional button-guard protector which is handy for
apps that need to run continuously.
The Promotional Display can rotate 360 degrees to provide optimum viewing. For companies
and organizations looking to take advantage of the advertising opportunities that the iPad
offers this may be a product to consider. Retail is $99.95 USD and available directly from
the newMacgadgets website.
NewMacgadgets also offers a full-line of iPad and iPhone accessories including new secure
displays for the iPad Mini. Many of their products replicate the Apple store look and
feel. As a leader in acrylic displays and other unique items, newMacgadgets has created
elegant and secure solutions that work well in retail and trade-show environments.
newMacgadgets:
http://newpcgadgets.com/products.html
iPad Promotional Base:
http://newpcgadgets.com/products/ipad_billboard/index.html
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newMacgadgets a division of newPCgadgets, designs innovative products and accessories for
Apple and PC computers, laptops and mobile devices. With over 20 years of experience they
have designed over 150 products for large companies like Apple, IBM and Epson. Copyright
(C) 2011-2012 newMacgadgets. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and
iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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